Students Code of Conduct

School values

Respect - Commitment - Integrity

When entering the classroom.

* Students to line up outside classroom until permission to enter given by the teacher.
* Students to stand behind chairs quietly and wait to be asked by teacher to be seated.
* All students must be in class by the period bell.

Consequences

* If late to class students will be expected to make up time at the end of the class or attend a recess/lunchtime detention (Repeat offenders).

When in the classroom

* Do not interfere with the rights of others to learn.
* No shouting, arguing, inappropriate language, running or play fighting.
* Students must have all necessary equipment/class materials.
* Students cannot go to locker during class time without teacher consent and diary.
* No bags/hats or scarves in class.
* No blame graffiti removal.
* Mobile phones must be switched off in class and not to be seen.
* No eating in class, this includes chewing gum and lollies.
* No I Pods or MP3 players in the classroom (unless directed by teacher).
* No student to be out of class without a diary signed by the teacher.

Consequences of choosing not to follow classroom rules

* Warning (where appropriate).
* Separate (move to another position in the classroom).
* Isolate (asked to sit outside classroom near door for no more than 10 minutes or sent to another class by arrangement).
* Detained at the end of class for discussion.
* Classroom detention.
* Exit to coordinator or principal class.
* Mobile phones, I Pods and MP3 players will be confiscated and picked up at the end of the day by negotiation with parents.

At the end of class.

* Room cleaned.
* Students to push their chairs in and stand behind chairs at the end of the session.
* Chairs on tables at the end of period four.

In the corridors

* No entering corridors during recess and lunch.
* No running, yelling or inappropriate language.
* No mobile phones, I Pods and MP3 players.
* No card games.
* No going to lockers between classes unless student has a diary signed by the teacher.
* No bullying of others.
* Dispose of rubbish in bins and keep corridors clean.
Consequences
* Any students who breach these rules will receive demerit point (repeated breaches may result in a suspension).
* Bullying of others will be dealt with through the college’s Zero Tolerance Policy.